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"W-what is this?’

Poisowielder was shocked to feel the true energy coming from Leon.

He never expected Leon to still have the energy to launch an attack after spending it all!

He could not react in time and his chest was completely bare for Leon to strike it. He was sent flying right into the wall behind

him before he crumbled on the ground!

The moment he fell to the ground, he felt pain in his chest. On top of that, the poison in his body was still slowly spreading. He

could not stop himself from spitting out two mouthfuls of black blood as he laid on the ground, clearly sustaining heavy injuries.

Of course, Leon was the same!

He used the Mirror of Sovereign to take the Poisonwielder's Attack, but he still staggered back a few steps before he managed to

regain his footing.

After that, a trail of blood started to flow out of the corner of his mouth. He clearly sustained some internal injuries as well!

However, he seemed to be in a much better state than Poisonwielder!

"Poisonwielder, your current abilities are only at the intermediate Emperor State! I can't believe even you would see this day! It's

time to die!" Leon said with a cold smile.

Even though his true abilities were only at around the peak of Overlord State, thanks to the defense of the Mirror of Sovereign

and his Double Attack, he had more than enough power to face martial artists at the intermediate Emperor State!

On the other hand, Poisonwielder's skills did not only drop to the intermediate Emperor State, but the poison also left him barely

hanging on to life!

That was no threat to Leon at all!

After that, Leon continued to charge forward, using Double Attack again as he charged at Poisonwielder!

"Despicable!"

Poisonwielder had to force himself to stand up despite his injuries and the poison. He looked to be in an incredibly bad state!

If it was any other time, he would be able to kill Leon more than ten times over with his Almighty State powers!

Yet, at that moment, he was so weakened that he could not even face an ant-like Leon!

It was obvious how he felt at that moment!

However, he was still one of The Eight Criminals on the Criminal List. He built his name through viciousness. There was no way

he would admit defeat so easily!

"Get lost!"

The next moment, before Leon could get close, he flicked his wrist and sent a wave of white powder at Leon's face!

"How dare you play such petty tricks! Know your place!" Leon scoffed.

He was different from Scott and the others. The others were incredibly terrified of Poisonwielder's poison, and never dared to get

close!

However, he was different. With his medical abilities, he quickly saw that the white powder might be quite a powerful poison, but

it was a thousand times weaker than Deadly Veratrum Poison!

Even if he was poisoned by it, it would not be a big issue!

It would be very easy for him to cure himself!

With that in mind, he did not try to avoid it at all. Instead, he even grabbed quite a lot of the powder and send it back at

Poisonwielder with a flick of his wrist!

Poisonwielder never expected that Leon would not be afraid of his poison at all!

He did not put up any defenses, and was completely struck by the white powder!

Not only that, with how the Deadly Veratrum Poison already seeped into his internal organs, the white powder started to attack

his body as well, immediately entering his blood. It destroyed any chance he had to stay alive!
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